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Abstract 

We descrlhe the technlque5 chosen IO search t’or magnetic monopoles using the MACRO streamer tube sub-system. The 
hardware and the details of the analysts procedures will be discussed also. The results for slowly moving monopoles are 
repolted from ;I lirsl data takmp period using only part of the detector. 

1. Introduction 

The MACRO experiment at the Gran Sasso Lah- 
oratory is a large acccptancc ( x 10000 nil sr) un- 
derground detector devoted mainly to the search for 
super-massive magnetic monopoles predicted by most 
GUT theories. In a t’ew years’ running this detector 
will have the sensitivity to a GUT monopole flux one 
order of magnitude beyond the Parker bound [ I ] for 
monopole velocities greater than loo-’ (‘. 

In order to obtain a rcliahle interpretation oi‘candi- 
date cvcnts. redundancy and complementarity arc rc- 
quircd. This is accomplished by the use of three differ- 
cnt detection tcchniquea: streamer tubes. scintillation 
counters and track-etch plastics. Streamer and scin- 
tillation detectors independently trigger the readout 
01‘ both sub-systems. Furthermore, the analysis procc- 
(lures can he kept separate until candidates selection. 

The result of a tirst monopole analysis performed 
with the MACRO xcintillator sub-system is reported 
in Rei‘. [ 2 1. In this paper ~‘e describe the capabilities 

of the MACRO streamer tube sub-system in the search 
for GUT monopoles. The results of the analysis of a 
first sample of data in the beta range lO-4 < /? < 
5 x IOV’ are reported. 

2. Hardware configuration 

MACRO consists of six “supermodules” with total 
dimension 77 x 12x 9 m’ (Fig. I ). Each supermodule 
is divided into a lower and an upper part. A detailed 
description of the lower part of the first supermodule 
is given in Ref. [ 31. Each supermodule consists of 
two separate modules made of ten horizontal streamer 
tube planes (6 x I2 m’) interleaved with seven rock 
ahsorhcr plants, two scintillation counter planes (on 
the top and bottom) and one track-etch plastic plane 
in the middle. The east and west sides ( 12 x 5 m*) of 
each lower supermodule are closed by a sandwich of 
two sets of vertical streamer tube planes (three layers 
each). interleaved with a scintillation counter plane. 
Two other “vertical detector systems” close the north 
and south walls. Each vertical plane is divided into 
seven segments. 

The upper part of each supermodule consists of two 
vertical detector systems and of a roof made of two sets 
of’ two horizontal streamer tube planes ( 12 x 12 m’), 
interleaved with a scintillation counter plane, without 
any absorber. 

2.1. The stmmer tube system 

The basic clement of each streamer tube plane is an 
eight-wire chamber (3.2 cm x 25 cm x 12 m). Each 



individual channel is ma& ot a 7.9 x 2.7 cm2 cell 
having three sides coated with low-resistivity graphite 
and a 100 pm anodic wire. The horizontal streamer 
tube planes are quipped with a system of pick-up 
strips at an angle of 26.5” with rcspcct to the wires. 
The vertical planes of the upper part of MACRO arc 
also equipped with strips at 90” with respect to the 
wires. Both the strips and anode uircs are rtlad WI to 
provide two dimensional coordinates. 

The tubes arc lilled with ;I 71% He-27% n-pentanc 
gas mixture and arc operated in the limited streamcl 
mode. 

The tracking elficicncy has hccn mcasurcd using 
cosmic ray muons. In thcac measurements the t‘ew per- 
cent inctlicicncics that XC ohscrved are primarily due 
to geometrical effects caused by dead spaces between 
the ~11~. The ccl] dimensions and the drift insidc <I 
tube produce a time jitter with an approximately trl 
angular shape with a hasc width of600 ns. which WI 
responds to a tlmc resolution ol‘ about IJO ns 1-l 1 

Helium is used to exploit the IIreII elt’ec~ I.5 I: rhc 
passage of a monopole with /3 1’ I. I x IO- ’ through 
a helium atom leaves it in a cxcitcd metastahlc 51~11~ 
The n-pentane can then be loni/ed by collision\ with 
excited helium atoms ( Penning eflcct). The high cro\\ 
section for the proccsse\ cnsurc< 100%~ efficiency 111 

detecting bare monopoles with this gas mixture. AS 
shown in Ref. [ 61, MACRO streamer tubes have high 
efficiency for single electrons, allowing monopole de- 
tection even if the Drell cross section is reduced for 
monopolcs that have captured atomic nuclei [ 71. 

In the higher velocity region (p > IO-?), where 
the assumptions used in the Drell calculation do not 
apply, the standard ionization mechanism for charged 
particles ensures an energy release several orders of 
magnitude higher than that due to minimum ionizing 
particles. In the MACRO streamer tubes, the charge 
collected on the wires has a logarithmic dependence 
on the energy released inside the active cell [ 81. so 
that a charge measurement allows one to distinguish 
between monopoles and muons. 

These features allow the detection of magnetic 
monopoles with /3 > 1 (I-“. 

2.2. Strranwr tube reudour 

Streamer tube electronics were designed to be ef- 
fcctivc in the search for slow particles. In particular 
the memory depth of each element is large enough to 
store signals from monopoles crossing the apparatus 
with any trajectory for p down to lo-“. 

Signals from the wires are processed by front-end 



IKKII-ds (tight channclh each). producing an analog 
sum tOr charge and time ~neasure~nx~s. For the hor- 
iyontal plants. the analog outputs of four adjacent 
boards (corresponding to I m of tubes) are summed 
and tr-ansmitted to the charge and time processor 
(QTP) [ 9 ]; for the vertical planes, the analog sum 
of two adjacent boards. corresponding to the 50 cm 
of one vertical segment. is sent to the QTP. The QTP 
system acts as a 640 ps memory during which the ar- 
rival time, width and charge of the streamer pulse are 
rccordcd. The charge integration gate is 300 ns long 
and is strctchcd for wider signals. Charge resolution 
ih - S’;i of the typical charge produced by one mini- 
mum ionizing particle and the dynamic range allows 
measurcmcnt of charges 50 times higher. The time 
resolution of 150 ns i\ comparable to the intrinsic 
time jitter of the streamer tubes. 

In order to measure spatial coordinates, the signal 
l‘rom each wire is also discriminated and shaped at 550 
ps heli)rc being sent to parallel-in/serial-out shift reg- 
istcr chains. Each chain collects signals from one en- 
tire horizontal or vertical plant. These chains are fed 
into the Streamer Tube Acquisition System (STAS) 
readout processors [ IO] which decode the serial in- 
l’ormation and carry out rcro suppression on the raw 
data. The strip system is read in a similar way: front- 
end clectronica provide signals shaped at 5X0 pu” that 
arc f’ed into the STAS processors. Both wire and strip 
signals are also shaped independently at 10 ,LLS and 14 
,LG respectively to form similar readout chains for the 
study of Fast particles. 

The only assumption made in the trigger design i3 
that a heavy monopolc crossex the apparatus without 
any apparent variation of direction or speed. This loosc 
rcquircmcnt allows the trigger logic to be sensitive to 
any massive particle ahlc to produce signals in the 
streamer tubes. 

The streamer trigger consists ot’ two independent 
sub-systems. One handles the horizontal planes ot‘ 
streamer tubes and the other the vertical planes. The 
horizontal trigger is composed ofcleven circuits: there 
is a trigger circuit for each supermodule; to avoid 
losses in the acceptance. live other circuits process the 
signals coming from the twclvc meter regions centered 
on the boundary hetwcen nelghboring supermodulcz. 

The vertical trigger consists of26 circuits, one for each 
vertical streamer system. Monte Carlo computations 
show that for an isotropic Rux of incoming particles 
the two systems are basically complementary and pro- 
vide a high acceptance trigger (see Table I ). 

Particular attention has been paid to the possibility 
that monopoles may catalyze nucleon decay [ I I 1. In 
that case it is possible that fast particles from a nucleon 
decay may cause dead time in the apparatus before 
a monopole could cross the entire detector and thus 
generate a slow particle trigger. To avoid this effect the 
start of the acquisition is delayed when a fast particle 
is detected to allow the monopole to exit from the 
apparatus. 

Horizontal trigger. The primary function of the hor- 
Lontal trigger is to measure the time-of-flight of par- 
ticles in the range 3 x IO-’ 5 p 5 I and distinguish 
them from the random noise. A complete description 
is given in Ref. 1121. 

The wire signals, shaped at IO pus, are used to pro- 
duce a unique signal (a digital OR) from each hori- 
zontal plane of one module. These ten signals as well 
as the corresponding signals from the next module are 
fed to a horizontal trigger unit. The horizontal trigger 
unit acts as 320 delayed coincidences (p-slices) ob- 
tained by means of shift register chains driven by a 
1 MHz clock. The ,&slice values represent the timc- 
of-flight (ToF) from the height of plane 10 to that of 
plane I. measured with a resolution of 3 ps. They are 
labelled by numbers from - 160 to - I for upward go- 
ing particles and from I to 160 for downward going 
particles; fired /?-slices are recorded when a trigger 
occurs. As an example. every muon fires the p-slices 
+ I and ~ I because of the time resolution of the trig- 
ger circuit. 

A search is performed every clock cycle ( 1 pus) 
among the p-slices for at least one time alignment of 
a number greater than a preselected value of active 
planes. In order to avoid any inefficiency due to the 1 
ps quantization and to the jitter inside the tubes, most 
&slices have a time acceptance greater than the min- 
imum needed. As an example, Fig. 2 shows that the 
number of 1 pus cells of the seventh P-slice on planes 
4, 5, 8 and 9 is higher than the corresponding num- 
ber of cells for the first p-slice. This produces an in- 
crease in the trigger rate by a factor - 3 as expected 
from a computation which takes into account the de- 



(ails 01‘ the trigger circuit> and the ~ncasurcd counting 
rate from each plant. This is shown in Fig. 3 wthcre 
the observed p-slice distribution for a sample of data 
obtained requiring a~ least scvcn tired planes is re- 
ported. The periodic structure is due to the fact that 
every trigger circuit is made of 70 identical gate arrays 
containing I6 ,&slices each. 

Total Full sensitive 

H OK V Box 

X7X(1 m2\1 I IO00 m2sr 

Fig 3 &41ce Irequcncy distribution for events tiring at least 

\evcn planes aligned in at least one slice different from +I and 

I The central peak is due to the effect of the background on 

the muon ToF measurement. The periodic structure. showing the 

expected increase m the counting rate by a factor 3 above the full 

cfticlency level, retlects the hardware /!-slice definition. 

pears when at least seven planes are fired, starting the 
readout of the streamer tubes. The total rate of this 
trigger is some tenths of hertz, mainly due to the muon 
hack&round. The second output appears when at least 
eight planes arc fired with a ToF greater than 3 ps and 
is used to start the acquisition of the scintillator wave 
form digitizers. These additional requirements reduce 
the rate of this output by approximately a factor of 
IOO. 

krtiml trigger. Each vertical trigger unit processes 
the signals from a vertical streamer sub-system. The 
analog sum of the outputs of two adjacent boards of a 
vertical segment are discriminated by the QTP system 
and sent to the trigger logic. At least four out of six 



planes arc required to hc actlvc and aligned (Fig. 1) in 
a 35 ps time window which is appropriate for particle5 
wilh p = IOY!. Furlhermorc. two 9.5 ,us coincidences 
are separately required i’or signals coming from the 
inner and outer planes. In this way the trigger rate 
caused hy radioactivity induced noise is reduced to a 
tolcrablc lcvcl (a I‘ew millihertr). 

II‘ Ihc time of tlight between inner and outer planes 
is greater than 600 na, it is also possible todiscriminate 
bclwcen particles enterin g or leaving the apparatus 
and to produce the correspondin, (7 two trigger outputs. 
Otherwise. a fast particle tri ggcr signal is produced. 
Every lime a unit generates a trigger, internal register\ 
record the pattern of fired aegmcnts. 

The vertical trigger system 4~) has a second thrcsh- 
old: if an alignment compatible with that of a >I~M 
particle is found in at least five plane\. the scintillatol- 
wa\cform digiti/.ers arc also t-cad out. 

3. Analysis strategies 

The streamer tubes time resolution allows identi- 
lication of slow particles by measuring their time of 
flight across the apparatus. However, because of time 
jitter and atierpulsing in the streamer tubes, with this 
technique particles faster than 5 x IO-” c could be con- 
fused with cosmic ray muons; hence different analysis 
stratcgics must he adopled in the two velocity ranges. 
The fast analysis is mainly based on the high energy 
losses of fast monopoles. which result in high charge 
produced in the strcamcr developement. 

In the case of slow particles, since horizontal and 
vertical planes act independently and have different 
monopole trigger logics. two different analyses are 
carried out. 

In the present paper we do not consider monopole- 
induced nucleon decay; this analysis applies then to a 
catalysis cross section smaller than a few millibarn. A 
full Monte Carlo simulation is in progress in order to 
cstirnate the detection efficiency as a function of the 
catalysis cross section. decay modes and branching 
ratios. 

3. I. Hot-i:otttd trigger: slows particles 

The trigger logic selects events which exhibit a 
: versus time alignment (expected from a constant 
speed particle) of at least seven streamer tube hits 
in one or more of the 320 p-slices. Such events are 
mainly due to accidental coincidences from back- 
ground radioactivity. Since the logic is also sensitive 
to relativistic particles, muons crossing at least seven 
planes also produce triggers. Usually these muons 
fire only the /J-slices + I and ~ I but the coincidence 
01‘ a muon with some radioactivity hits within a few 
microseconds can also lire different P-slices. 

The analysis is based on the search for single space 
tracks in both wire and strip views and on the mea- 
surement of the velocity of the candidates. Due to the 
long time-of-llight of a slow monopole through the 
detector. the readout electronics must store streamer 
tube hits for w 500 pus. The width of such a temporal 
window is so large that on average three spurious hits 
are present in a I2 x I2 m’ plane per event. With such 
a background, if we were to use only this tracking in- 
formation. the probability of finding a fake track of 
:> 7 planes would be too high (N I OP6) to carry out 



The ToF provided by the trt,, crcrcr allows further sc- 
Icction of the WII-c hits temporally compatible with 
the cxpccted cro\sinp time. In this way the effect of 
radioactivity background is considerably reduced and 

only a I& hits are left for tracking. To reduce this 
background in the strip vicvv. intersection vvith the SC- 
lected wires is required. It’ a space lrack is found. ;I 
more refined time alignment searching for a track 111 

the ;-t temporal view ( time track t is imposed. Thi\ 
technique has a stron g rclcction power against ran- -’ 
dom time and spatial hit alignments due to radioac- 
tivity background: the probahility of having an align- 
mcnt in both spatial views and in the time view i\ 
ncgligihlc. ^r IO Ii) in the ca\c of uncorrelated back- 
ground. As a conscqucncc. the main background is 
due to muons crossing at least \cvcn horizontal planes 
combined with radioactivity noise which can simulate 
low p particles t the muon provides the spatial track 
while the noise confuses the tirne tracking algorithm). 

A cut on the fi of the track is performed to com- 
pletcly rcjcct muons. Since muons survive all the ana- 
ysis requirements but the 0 cut, they allow an cstl- 
mate of the overall electronic and analysis efficiency 
hv comparing the rate of reconstructed muons to the 
expected one. The efticiencv of the time tracking a- 
gorithm and of the trigger- tit-cuits for slow particle\ 
has been cvaluatcd and i\ taken into account in our 
ov,crall cflicicncy (see Section 4.2) 

As in the previous case. the analysis ij hascd on the 
starch for associated space a~nd time tracks. The hit 
selection procedure. however. is different because the 
trigger does not provlide a ToF mcasurcment: a truck 
is required on the wires matching the pattern 01‘ tired 
vertical segments recorded in the trigger registers. Thi\ 
tracking trcquiremcnt strongly ~-educes the uncorrclatetl 
background. 

The time hits correspondin g to spatial points on the 
track arc used to get a rough estimate of the ToF. It 
is ~hcn possible to select the: hits compatible with the 
measured ToF from the hit horizontal planes. Using 
these points, a linal tracking is performed to reject 
accidental alignments. Icaving only the muon back- 
ground. On the basis of the measured velocity. slog 
monopolc candidate\ arc VALYYC~. Also in this cast 

the efficiency can be evaluated by the analysis of the 
muons present in the sample of events. 

The analysis strategy for fast monopoles is based 
on their expected high energy loss ] 131. In particular 
monopoles with p > IO-” should produce a streamer 
charge several times higher than the one produced by 
a minimum ionizing particle with the same trajectory. 
Since the slow analysis covers the velocity range ,G < 
5 x lomi . a reasonable overlap is guaranteed with the 
fast analysis. 

Events with a reconstructed track in both spatial 
t wire and strip) and temporal views, not recognized as 
<low monopolc candidates from the previous analysis, 
arc processed by the fast analysis. 

In order to rnore completely understand the detec- 
tor, several studies have been performed on the varia- 
tion of streamer charge produced by muons as a func- 
tion of gas mixture, high voltage and geometry of the 
track inside the tube. The streamer charge produced in 
each cell has been continuously monitored as a func- 
tion of’ the length of the muon track projected along 
the wire direction (l,“.“,). In this way the contribution 
to the charge from geometrical factors and from small 
long term variations of the gas pressure and compo- 
sition can he properly ev*aluated. Data show that for 
each l,,,", interval, the charge distribution is gaussian 
with CJ/ L),,,il,,,i all 30%. In Fig. 5 the average charge of 
the track ‘:Q) is shown as a function of 1,“(,, for a sam- 
ple of tracks. An obscuration length [ 141 of k 1.3 cm 
can he inferred from the data. For I,“,,, shorter than the 
obscuration length the value of the charge is almost 
constant at the value Qa. For greater IIJro, the charge 
depends linearly on /,,“‘,: (Q( 1,“. ,,,, 1) = Qo + 5’ x 1,,, ,,,. 
The slope S has been studied as a function of the 
charge Qti measured for vertical incoming muons (Fig. 
6). with Q,o variations obtained by changing both the 
He/n-pentanc ratio and the streamer tube high volt- 
age. These results allow a prediction of the streamer 
charge for any monopole trajectory. As an example the 
\trcamer charge as a function of 1,,r(,, has been sim- 
ulated for monopoles with 0 = 5 x IO-” for which 
Qrj is about four times higher than that produced by a 
vcrt ical muon. 

Since the charge is collected from the sum of several 
wart: signals. particular care has been taken in handling 
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events in which more than one wire has fired in one 
plane. In fact, due to timejitter, the streamers produced 
by a particle in a cluster of two or more adjacent wires 
can be observed either as a single pulse carrying the 
total charge or as multiple pulses. In the latter case the 
response of the charge readout electronics is affected 
by the recovery time of the charge integrator which is 
not easily monitored. 

The main background is due to muon-induced 
showers that can produce high charges in some planes. 
This background can be reduced by computing the 
mean charge along the track without considering the 
highest value. Fig. 7 shows this mean charge versus 
1 ,,,(,, for a sample of data as well as the expected 
monopole distribution obtained from the previous 
simulation. A further reduction of the shower back- 
ground can be achieved on the basis of event topol- 
ogy. The surviving few tens of candidates per year 
will be analyzed in both the scintillator and track-etch 
sub-systems for a confirmation. Although the analysis 
procedures are well defined, more detailed studies of 
the streamer charge, including all the aforementioned 
effects. arc in progress. In the following we will 
consider only the slow analysis. 



4. Details of the slow monopole analysis 

As an application of the analysis procedure5 dc- 

scrihcd in the previous scc~~on. two samples of data, 

collcctcd from February IYYZ to January IYW with 

the horizontal str-carncr n~~~~potc trigger only. have 

been analysed. The performance 01. the background 

rcjcction criteria and 01‘ the cfficicncy measurement 

Inethods have hccn fully tcstctl. 

The first sample. including - ?h7 days of running. was I 

collcctcd with the trigger operating on two lower SW 

pcrmodulcs only: the second had X0 days of operation 

on two thirds ot‘ the lower part ot the dctcctor. 

For this data the trigger rate was stahlc at % X0 trig 

“crs!hour per trigger unit. Some reductions were oh- c 
servzd during short periods due to clcctronic failures 

or small variations 01’ the Ltrcamcr gas compositlon. 

Such cffccts have been taken into account in the cl‘- 

liciency estimate ( see Sec3ion 3.2 J. Only a l’cw run> 

wcrc excluded from the anal! sis hccause of serious 

hard&are problems: 60X5 hours 01‘ IIVC time WI-\ ivc 

the run cut (2 75% of the solar time) during whic~h 

2.2 X IO” triggers were recorded. 

The distribution of the lit4 /3-slices in the iirst S;IHI- 
plc i\ shown in Fig. 3 for cvc‘nts firing at least one 

p-slice other than +I and I. The central peah I\ 

due to muon cvcnts in which \omc uncorrolated hack- 

hound hits simulated a longer ToF; the flatness of the c 
distribution ol- the other slices guarantees the unif’or- 

mity of trigger cfficicncy l’or partlclc\ 01’ diflrcnt p. 

The number 01‘ entrie\ for each bin is consistent with 

the one cxpcctctl from the uncorrclated radioacti\ it> 

background (set: Section 2.3 / 

The analysis proccdurc starts I‘r-om the measure 01’ 

the ToF of the particle provided by the trigger, Since 

sevc1~1 p-slices may hc tired in the same event. the 

analysis procedure described hclow is performed tot 

each of the lircd p-slices. 

- The first step is the selcct~on of‘ the strcamcr tube 

hits, rccordcd in the QTP memory. compatible with 

the tired slice: for each plane the hits within + IO ,U 

from the cxpcctcd crossin g time of the monopotc. 

as calculated I’rom the ,&slice value, are sclectcd. 

The width ot‘ this window hiis been determined hy a 

Monte Carlo study to ensure nearly 100% collection 

efficiency. 

For each ot‘ the selected hits a match is required 

between the wire coordinate and the coordinate (1 

m resolution) provided by the QTPs. To increase 

efficiency, if’ no QTP hits are present at any time 

corresponding with a given wire hit, the hit is pre- 

served. This procedure reduces the radioactivity 

background hits present in the slow readout chain 

by a factor w 20 and greatly simplifies tracking. 

In particular short fake tracks due to accidental 

alignments of spurious hits arc removed. 

Since we do not expect multiple monopoles in one 

event, a single track is required. firing at least seven 

planes. 
- It’ wire tracking is successful, we analyze the second 

spatial view of the event given by the strips. Since 

they have no associated time information, a differ- 

ent background suppression proccdurc is adopted: 

for each module only the strips that intersect wires 

which fired within the time window are selected. 

A track is looked for in the strip view. In order to 

reduce the effect of possible inefficiencies only six 

hits are required to he aligned. 

- A more refined time alignment than the one selected 

at the trigger level is required by searching for a 

track in the QTP time view. The used resolution is 

derived from the ry 600 ns maximum Lime jitter. 

Time hits arc required to be consistent with the wire 

hits used in the wire tracks. Moreover, in order to 

improve the time resolution of the algorithm, time 

hits due to possible afterpulses in the streamer tubes 

are suppressed: those within 750 ns from the previ- 

ous hit on the same QTP channel are not included 

in the tracking. 
- Time tracking requires at least seven plants; if more 

than one track is present, the one with the greatest 

number of planes is used. 

The p distribution of the 1.1 x I Oh events that sur- 

vive the requirements is shown in Fig. 8. Monopole 

candidates were further required to have p < 5 x 1 O-‘. 

After these cuts no events survive. The events re- 

jcctcd here will be further processed by the fast analy- 

sis, since charge information provides a more powerful 

tool to tag fast monopolcs in the excluded p region. 



Fig. 8 Beta distribution for recorwtructcd events: only the fi region 

relevant for this analysi< i\ \hown No event< are present in the 

p i lo--’ reg,on. 

The 90% confidence level upper limit for an 
isotropic monopole flux is given by the following 
expression: 

where dA( 0. d. t ) /dij is the differential acceptance 
obtained by a Monte Carlo simulation which includes 
all the geometrical and trigger requirements and 
E( 0, #J, t) is the overall efficiency as a function of the 
the r.cnith angle 8 and of the azimuth d. 

In our case the sensitivity of the horizontal 
monopole trigger to muons provides a simple way 
to estimate the overall efficiency F(@,+, t); in fact 
muons crossing at Icast seven planes survive all the 
analysis steps but the cut on p. There are. however. 
two possible sources of unaccounted inefficiencies he- 
cause muons concentrate in the region around ,B = I. 

I. Failure of the time tracking algorithm. The per- 
formance of the time tracking algorithm for slow 
particles has been checked by applying the time 
tracking to the sample of events in Fig. 3 with- 
out imposing any spatial requirement. Fig. 9 
shows the distribution of the reconstructed time 

Fig 9 ToF distribution for the same data of Fig. 3. The periodic 

<tructure and the central peak of Fig. 3 are still evident. The flatness 

of the distribution ensures the independence of the analysis on p. 

of flight. The response of the algorithm is flat 
and the fraction of reconstructed events, rv 6976, 
is expected from the different time resolution of 
the p-slices and of the tracking algorithm. This 
implies that the analysis efficiency E, (8,4, r) 
measured with muons is independent of /? and is 
representative of the efficiency at any velocity. 

2. Failure of the trigger circuitry. To take into ac- 
count the possible effects on the detection of 
slow particles due to trigger inefficiency, elec- 
tronic failures and the fraction of the eleven trig- 
ger units actually operating, we include the effi- 
ciency term F? ( t) . 

Since the F,~ (8,+, t) and I? contributions are not 
completely independent (some of the possible trigger 
failures affect muon detection as well) the overall ef- 
hciency can be underestimated by 

4tj.cb.f) = E,,(@,$+,I) x E,(t). 

The first contribution is estimated by computing the 
ratio of the rate of single muons reconstructed by this 
analysis to the expected rate of single muons crossing 
at least seven horizontal planes. This expected rate is 
estimated from the results of a completely independent 
analysis performed on muons observed when theentire 
lower part of the apparatus was running; the effect 
of possible inefficiencies has been reduced by also 



accepting tracks with less than seven tired planes. The 
average analysis efficiency (E,,) in the data sample is 
over 90% 

Since the angular distribution of monopoles is cx- 
pectcd to be different from the one Ihr muons, the cf- 
liciency has been computed as a function of H and d. 
Hovvever. from the data we infer that it is independent 
of H and ~6: so we consider E,, ( 0.4. t ) = F,, ( t ) 

The second contribution is evaluated by monitoring 
the ratio of the measured rate to the one expected on 
the basis of the observed background single wire hit 
rate (set Sec. 2.3) through the whole data taking pc- 
riod, for each trigger unit and for each p-slice. More- 
over, at the end ofcach run an automatic test procedure 
checks the correct operation of all horizontal trigger 
circuits. The measured trigger efficiency is over 99%. 

Taking into account all the aforementioned effects. 
lin I. I x 10P’ < j3 5 5 ZK IO ’ we have 

whcrc /11 = /‘(d,,\(0.cb) tlf))tlf) = 1390 rn’ SI- is the 
acceptance of the two lower supermodules running fat- 
rt = 3645 live time hours (first sample) and A- = 
.I’( tlA(H. ~5) /dfj)dR = 3X30 m2 \r is the acceptance 
of the four lower supcrmodulcs running for tl = 10X(, 
live time hours (second sample), The acceptances take 
into account the horizontal trigger requirements. and 
the total live time has been corrected for dead time. 

5. Conclusions 

We have described the analysis procedures that will 
hc adopted in the monopolc starch performed vvith 
the strcamcr tube subsystetn of the MACRO detector. 
WC have applied this proccdurc to a <ample of data 

collected with the horizontal streamer tube monopole 
trigger. The results yield a 90% confidence level upper 
limit to the flux of bare monopoles with 1.1 x lo-” < 
~<S~lO~‘of8.9x10~~~cm~‘s~ sr-t.Although 
the data discussed here represent only a small fraction 
of the expected final MACRO statistics, this result is 
already comparable with the best limit obtained with 
any other helium filled gas detector [ I 51. 
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